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I. The "Hit Parade" of "Top" Decisions

A. Ill-inois v. Gates, 33 cr. L. R. 3190. This decision

disapproves the legal test developed from Aquilar v. lexas,

378 U.S. 109 (1964\, and Spinelli v. U.S., 393 U.S. 410

(1969), replacing the test with a "totality of the circumstances"

model in which the reliability and credibility of an informant

and the basis of knowledge are looked at together. While

the d.ecision did not go so far as to create a "good-faith
exception" to the exclusionary rule' it took one more step

toward the emasculation of that Fourth Amendment doctrine.
B. Kolendar v. Lawson | 33 Crim. Law 3063. California

law allowed police to require credible and reliable identifi-
cation and an accounting of one's meanderj-ngs when requested

by a police officer. This decision ruled that the statute
is unconstitutional as vague within the meaning of the Due

Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment. The statute
does not say what it means by "credible and reliable identification."
Virtually complete discretion is placed in the hands of the

constable to determine whether the law has been met. Vlhen

there is no probable cause to arrest the "suspect", he must

be permitted to go his ov¡n way.

C. Karcher v. Daggett, 51 L.W. 4853. At stake here

was a Congressional apportionment plan in the State of New

Jersey. The largest district havlng a population of less
than lU greater than the population of the smallest district
is not per se evidence of a good faith effort, to achieve

population equality. Population equality j-s the standard
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for determining compliance with Art. f I Section 2 of the

Constitution. The State has the burden of showing that its
plan does not have population disparities necessary to
achieve the preservation of voting strength of racial mi-nority

groups. Thus, the New Jersey scheme precludes a finding
that that State met its burdens of proof. Compare Bro\^/n v.

Thomson, 51 L.W. 4883 dealing with the [tryoming allocatj-on
of state representatives on the basis of county and population.

D. Larkin v. Grendelrs Den, Inc., 51 L-W. 4A25. A

Massachusetts law allowed schools and churches to prevent

the issuance of liquor licenses withín 500 feet. Held' that
while deference is normally due to a zoning determination,
this law delegates to non-governmental entities the power

to turn down applications and is seen as having a primary

effect of advancing religion rather than a valid secular ob-

jective. Therefore, the statute is unconstitutional-
E. South Dakota v. Neville, 51 L.W. 4L48. HeId that

if a person charged with drunk driving has refused to take

a blood alcohol test the admission of the refusal does not

violate the privilege against self-incrimination. The Court

ruled that the evidence comported with the fundamental fairness
required by the due process clause. This decision was reached

even though the police failed to give a warning that the

test resultsr on the one hand ¡ ot the refusal, on the other
hand, could be used against the suspect at the time of trial.

F. White v. Massachusetts Council of Construction
Employers, Inc., 51 L.W. 42IL. Here the mayor of Boston

issued an order requiring construction projects funded by the
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city to be performed by a work force at least. half of which

are residents of the City. lfhile the highest Massachusetts

court held the order unconstitutional under the Commerce

Clause, the Supreme Court held that, that clause does not
prevent the city from giving effect to the Mayor|s order
because when a state or loca1 government enters the market

as a participantr it is not subject to the restraints of
the Commerce Clause. See Hughes v. Alexandria Scrap Corp. '
426 rJ.S. 794.

G. City of Los Angeles v. Lyons, 51 L.!V. 4424. Even

though the plaintiff was subjected to the use of a choke-hold
by city police officers and sought injunctive relief against
police use of them where the constables are not threatened
by the use of deadly force, Èhe court held that jurisd.iction
is lacking to entertain a civíl rights case of this nature.
The court reasoned that the possibility that a plaintiff will
be subjected to a choke-hold in the future is too speculative
to establish a case or controversy. Furthermorer êv€D if
the plaintiff's pending damages suit under 42 rJ.S.C. 1983

would give him standing to seek an injunction, his claims
are of too speculative a nature and he cannot show irrepreable
injury.

H. United. States v. Grace, 51 L.W, 4444. Here a

federal law banning the display in the U.S. Supreme Court,
Building and on its grounds of a f1ag, bannerr of, device
designed or intended to bring into public notíce any party,
organizaLion, or movement was held to violate the. First
Amendment insofar as applied to the public sidewarks sur-
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rounding the Supreme Court, Building. The Court reasoned

that where the sidewalks forming the perimeter of the Supreme

Court are indistinguishable from any other sidewalks in the

Nationt s Capitol, they should not be treated differently
frOm those other sidewalks. Thus¡ they are public forums

for First Amendment, purposes. Moreoverr the total ban

cannot be justified as a reasonable place restriction.
I. Olum v. IVakÍnekona, 51 L.I^¡. 449L. Here, a Hawaii

prison inmate was transferred to a California State Prison and

objected, alleging he had been denied procedural due process.

The Court held that a prison transfer of this nature deprives

the inmate of no interests protected by the due process clause.

This result was reached notwithstanding the objection by the

prisoner that he would be removed from normal contacts with
hís attorney, his family and friends and would be subjected

to "transportation" which was one of the grievances of the

founding fathers against the regime of King George III.
J. City of Akron v. Akron Center for Reproducti ve HeaLth,

Inc. r 51 L.!{. 4767. Here the Court was faced $tith a municipal
ordinance requiring all abortions after the first tri-mester
to be performed in a hospital.. It held that the local law

infringed upon a woman's constitutional right to obtain an

abortion. Furthermore, the part of the ordinance banning

doctors from performing abortions on unmarried minors under

age 15 unless there was either parental or court consent was

held to be unconstitutional ín the absence of a state law

authorizing courts to inquire into the minorrs maturity or
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emancipation. A provision of the law which requi-red the

doctor to inform the woman of the status of her pregnancy

with a description of the development of the fetus, etc., vTas

held to be beyond the permissible limits of an intrusion into
the doctor's discretion. A part, of the 1aw requiring a 24-hour

waiting period after the physician receives informed consent

from the woman hras held not to be reasonably related to what-

ever the State's legitimate interests are in insuring that the

decision is informed. Finally' a provision that mandated that
doctors who perform abortions would insurer orr pain of criminal
punishment, that fetal remains are disposed of in "humane and

sanitary manner'r was held to be impermissibly vague, violating
the due process clause. Compare Planned Parenthood Association
of Kansas C itv, Missouri Inc. v. Ashcroft 51 L.W. 4783.

K. Michiqan v. Long, 51 L.W. 5231. This is another
saga in the history of automobile-type searches. Here the
court held that officers who have detained but not arrested
an occupant of a car may cond.uct a warrantless search of the
carr s passenger compartment, limited to those areas in which

a weapon may be placed or hidden, if they reasonably believe
that the occupant of the car is dangerous and. may gain control
of the weapon. For a fine restatement of the law in this
area see, generally, Gardner, "Search and Seizure of Automobiles
and their Contents: Fourth Amendment Considerations in a

Post-Ross World, " 62 Neb. L. Rev. 1 (1983) .

L. Marsh v. Chambers, 51 L.w. 5162. This was the
Nebraska case in which Senator Chambers challenged the
legislaturer s practi-ce of opening each day with a prayer
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by a chaplain who is paid from public funds. The court held
that the practice does not violate the Establishment Clause of
the First Amendment. The court nodded to history, pointing
out that the practj-ce of opening sessions of the Congress of
the United States has continued for almost 200 years.

M. Mueller v. Allen, 51 L.!{. 5050. Here the question
was whether a Minnesota law which a1lows tax payers to deduct

from their state income tax expenses incurred in providing
tuition, books and transportation violates the first amendmentrs

establishment clause by providing financial assistance to
sectarj-an institutions. Viewing the statute as one applicable
not just to parochial but also to public schools the court
concluded that there was not an excessive entanglement between

church and state, thus validating the statute.
N. Immigration and Naturalization Service v. Chadaha,

51 L.W. 4907. Thís is the now-famous "Legislative Veto" case.

The court held that the provision at stake here--and indeed,

all legislative vetos--are unconstitutional in that a veto
by one house cannot be justified under Article I, Section 7 of
the constitution. The court reasoned that the constitution
did not set out to allow a single house of the Congress to
act alone and outside of its prescribed bicameral legislative
ro1I.

O. United States v. Villamonte-Marquez,
Here the court allowed customs agents to board

probable cause for the purpose of. examining the

mentation. It distinguished such "no probable

51 L . vü. 4812 .

a sail boat hrithout
boatrs docu-

cause" boardings
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from the use of random road blocks. The case appears to erode

Fourth Amendment protections against, unreasonable entry.
Compare, Florida v. Casal, 51 L.W. 4827.

II. Criminal Law and Procedure

A. Search and Seizure.
I. United Statés v. Place, 51 L.W. 4844. Here it was

held that if a policeman reasonably believes that a person is
carrying luggage containing narcotics, he may briefly detain
the luggage for investigation. See Terry v. Ohio, 392 U.S. 1

(1968). The detention must be properly limited in scope.

Furthermore the court held that the exposure of luggage

located in a public place to a trained sniffer dog is not a

search within the Fourth Amendment.

2. Illinois v. Lafayet,te, 51 L.I{. 4829. As part,
of an established, routine procedure incident to jailing an

arrestee, a police officer may make a warrantless search of
a container carried by the suspect. The court held that
this is a valid inventory search reasonable under the Fourth
Amendment.

3. Texas v. Brown, 51 L.Vt. 436L. Here the court held
that if a police officer views in the open a tied-off, opaque

balloon that he suspects, on the basis of his knowledge and

experience, of containing illegal drugs, the plain view doctrj-ne
justifies the warrantless seizure of that bag. rn this case,
the initial stop of the car was valid, the shining of the
flashlight into the car was valid. The court reiterates the
notion that probable cause is a flexible, coñtmon-sense, standard,
merely requiring that the facts would warrant a man of reasonable
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caution to believe that certain items may be contraband or
stolen or useful as evidence of a crime. The probable cause

standard does not require that such a belief may be correct
or more likely true than false.

4. United States v. Knotts, 51 L.W. 4232. ""t" the

court sanctj-oned the warrantless use of a beeper to foIlow
a car's progress on public roads and its arrival at a private
home. Since the use of the beeper did not invade a legitimate
expectation of privacy, it was neither a $earch or a seizure
within the Fourth Amendment.

5. Illinois v. Andreas, 5L L.w. 5157. If the police
have lawfully opened a container and ident.ified its contents
as illegaI, the court held here that they may subsequently
reopen the container after it has been resealed. This is
not a search within the meaning of the Fourth Amendment unless

there is a substantial likelihood that the contents have been

changed during a possible gap in surveilance. The court
reasoned that one must look at the facts of the case in terms

of the time period between police surveilance of the container
and the likelihood that the defendant removed its contents
or placed something ne\^/ inside it in that lapse.

B. Interrogation, Self-Incrimination, and the
Right. to Counsel.

1. Oregon v. Bradshaw, 51 L.Vl. 4940. A chronic question
since the decision in Miranda v. Arizona, 384 U.S. 436 (1966)

is under what circumstances interrogation may begin after t

an individual has been advised of his constitutionaL rights
and interrogation has stopped. Here the defendant cut off his
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custodial interrogation by invoking a right to counsel. He

then asked the policeman what, was going to happen to him, and

he engaged in discussions with the police over a two day period.
He was twice rewarned of his rights prior to his execution
of a writ,ten waiver of them, the taking of a lie detector
test and the giving of a confession. The court applies the
totality of circumstances test in two phases: (1) VùheÈher

the accused has initiated further communication with the
interrogators, and (2) whether a waiver is shown to be

voluntary under a totality of circumstances. The court has

backed av¡ay from hard and fast rules dealing with the giving
of Miranda warnings.

2. Pillsbury Co. v. Convoy , 51 L.!f. 406L. Here the
court held that a witness who has given test,imony under a

grant of immunity cannot be forced by a federal district court,
in light of an assertion of the Fifth Amendment, to give a

civil d.eposition tracking the prior testimony in the absence
of a fresh, and duly authorized grant of immunity.

3. Morris v. Slappy, 51 L.V{f. ß99. On the first
day of trial, the indigent d.efendant asked for an continuance
in order to permit further investigation by a substitute
public defender. This new publc defender had told the court
he was prepared with case. The supreme court herd that, the
sixth Amendment does not guarantee a "meaningful attorney-
cl-ient relationship. " Broad discretion must be granted to
trial courts in matters of continuances. The court, nodded

also to the interest of the victj-m in not undergoing the
ordeal of yet another tria1.
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4. Jones v. Barnes, 51 L.W. 5151. The defendant was

convicted and counsel was appointed to represent him on

appeal. The defendant told counsel of several claims he felt
should be raised. The lawyer rejected most of the suggestions.

The court ruled that an indigent defendant does not have a

constitutional right to compel his appointed lawyer to argue

nonfrivolous issues that the defendant wishes to press when the

lawyer decides with the exercise of professional judgment not
to present these issues to the court of appeals.

C. Pleas, Punishment and Relief.
1. Jones v. United States 51 L.¡¡. 5041. Here defendant

had raised the insani-ty defense and been acquitted on that
ground. The trial court, solely on the basis of a finding
of insanity by the preponderance of evidence, confined the
defendant in a mental hospital. The confinement was to last
until t,he defendant regained his sani-ty or \^¡as no longer
dangerous. The Supreme Court held that. such a confinement
does not deny d.ue process even if the result is to confine
a person beyond the maximum period of jail carried by his
offense. See Addington v. Texas, 441 U.S. 418.

2. Solem v. He1m, 51 L.Vü. 5019. Despite the fact that
in the case of Rummel v. Estelle, 445 U.S. 263, a repeat
offender was sentenced to a life sentence with the possibility
of parole, this case held that the courts must look at, the
proportionality of sentences to the crime for which the defendant

is convicted. Here the defendant was convicted of uttering
a no-account check for $I00. Under South Dakotars recidivist
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statute this defendant was sentenced to life without possibj-lity
of parole. The court held that the Eighth Amendment prohibits
not only barbaric punishment but also sentences that are

disproportionate to the crime committed. Rummel is distinguished,
but by no means abandoned.

3. Tuten v. United States, 51 L.l{. 434A. Under the
Youth Correct,ions Act, a youthful offender may have his
conviction set aside after the successful completion of the
punishment. Where the court has not exercised its discretion
to discharge the offender unconditionally, hor,,/ever, the
prior conviction may be used in a subsequent case in con-
sidering whether to sentence the individual as a felon.

4. Missouri v. Hunter, 51 L.W. 4093. Under Missouri
law, anyone who commits a felony through the use of a

dangerous weapon is also guilty of the crime of armed criminal
action. This defendant robbed a super market in which he

used a revolver. He was sentenced to concurrent prison
terms of 10 years for robbery and 15 years for armed criminar
action. The Supreme Court held that the Double Jeopardy
clausers bar of multiple punishments for the same offense
does not prohibit the imposing, at one trial, of cumulative
convictions and punishments for two or more statutorily
defenses. while these may constitute the "same" crime under
Blockburqer v. United States, 284 U.S. 299 (1932) , they are
specifically intended by the state lawmakers to carry
separate punishments.

tr Marshall v. Lonbe rger, 51 L.W. 4113. When a

federar court is reviewing, on habeas corpus under 2g u.s.c.
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2245 (d) a state conviction it cannot rely on its reassessment

of the credibility of witnesses when it has not viewed them

in order to reject the state court's conclusions. The exception

is where the state courtrs finding is not fairly supported

by the record.
6. Barclay v. Florida, 51 L.W. 5206. Tn imposing

capital punishment, the Supreme Court has previously hetd

that both aggravating and mitigating circumstances must be

taken into consideration. Here a Florida judge relied on an

aggravating factor whose use as such is forbidden by state
Iaw. But the Supreme Court said that such use does not viol-ate
the federal constitution. Here the aggravat.ing factor employed

was the previous criminal record of the defendant. The court
held that "mere errors of state law are not the concern" of
the court unless they rise to the leve1 of a denial of consti-
tutional rights. See also California v. Ramos, 51 L.W. 5220

also discussi-ng application of Eighth and Fourteenth Amendment

principles to a state 1aw on insÈructions as to sentencing.
7. Barefoot v. Estel1e, 5l L.Vt. 5189. Under what

circumstances must a stay of execution be granted by a

federal court of appeal? When a stay of execution is sought

during a habeas appeal the court here lists five requirements:
(1) a substantial showing of denial of federal right, (2) an

affording to the defendant of an opportunity to address the merits;
(3) the adoption of expedited procedures in resolving these

merits ¡ (4) in the case of second or success of petitions, the

expediting of the appeal; (5) stays are not automatj-c pending
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a filing of consideration of a petition for a writ of certiorari
from the Supreme Court of the United States. The bombshell in
this case is that the court ruled that psychiatric testimony
in a case of this nature need not be based on personal examin-

ation of the defendant and may be given in response to hypo-

thetical questions.

III. Civil Rights
A. Actions
1. Carpentersr Local 610 v. Scott, 5f L.W. 5173. Here

a constructj-on company had hired non-union workers and a pro-
test was organized at a meeting held by the unions. Company

employees vrere assaulted and beaten and equipment. was burned.

An action was brought pursuant to 42 U.S.C. S 1985 (3) , making

available a cause of action to those injured by conspiracies
formed for the purpose of depriving, either directly or
indirectly' any person or class of persons of the equal protection
of the laws. The court held j-n this case that an alleged
conspiracy to infringe upon First Amendment right,s is not a

violation of t,he Civil Rights Act unless it is proved that
the state is involved in the conspiracy or that its aim

is to influence the activity of the state.
While Griffin v. Breckenridge, 403 U .S. 88 upheld the

application of the law to purely private conspiracies it, did
not hold that when the alleged conspiracy is aimed at a right
that is by definition only a right against state interference
such as the First and Fourteenth Amendments, that the plaintiff
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need not prove that the conspiracy contemplated state involve-
ment of some sort. Moreover, the language and legislative
history of the section demonstrates that it requires racial
or class-based invidiously discriminatory animus behind the
action of the conspirators.

2. Chardon v. Fumero Soto, 5l L.W. 4832. Class actions
under 42 U.S.C. 1983 require certification. If such certifi-
cation is denied when may individual claj-ms be filed or
limited? The limitations period is tolled during the pendency

of the class action. The limitations period begins to run
anew after the denial of class certification. See American

Pipe and Construction Co. v. Utah, 4L4 U.S. 538.

3. Equal Emplovment Opportunit y Commission v. Wyoming,

51 L.!Í. 4219. The Age Discrimination in Employment Act
makes it unlawful for an employer to discriminate against
any employee between the ages of 40 and 70 on the basis of
age. The statutory definition of employer has been extended
to include state and local governments. Does such extention
violate the rule estabrished in National Leaque of cities v.
Usery, 426 U.S. 833? Here the court held that the extention
of the age discrimination act to cover state and local
governments is a valid exercise of Congress' powers under
the Commerce Clause, both on its face and as applied. A

claim that congressionar commerce power Laws are invalid can

succeed only if the charlenged raw regurates the states as

states and the federal regulation addresses matters that are
indisputably attributes of state sovereignty and the statesr

.ti
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compliance with federal law would directly impair their
ability t,o structure integral operations in the area of
traditional governmental functions. See Hodel v. Virginia
Surface Mininq and Reclamantion Association 452 U.S. 264.

4.

5I L. W.

suspect,

crime.
medical
person.

City of Revere v. Massachusetts General Hos r)A taI
5008. Here a police officer of the City wounded a

who was attempting to flee from the scene of a

The quest.ion is whether the city is liable for the
services rend.ered by the hospital to the wounded

lfhile the Eighth Amendment bans deliberate indifference
to serious medical needs of prisoners, see Estelle v. Gamble,

429 u.s. 97, the Due Process clause means that where there
had been no formal adjudication of guilt against the defendant,
the Eighth Amendment, has no application. The Due Process Clause
requires the responsible government to provide medicar care
to persons who have been injured while being apprehended by
the police. But the constitution d.oes not dictate how the
cost of care should be allocated as between the city and the
provider of the care. That is a matter of state law.

5 Kush v. Rutledge, 51 L.W. 4356. This is the
Arizona state university coach case. The football player
alleged a variety of common law and statutory claims against
the University and the coach arising out of incidents occurring
while he was a member of the football squad. one of the claims
was that three of the petitioners had conspired Lo intimidate
and threaten various potential witnesses in order to prevent
them from testifying in the action in violation of 42 u.s.c.
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1985 (2) . The court here held that no allegations of racial
or class-based invidiously discriminatory animus are required
to establish a cause of action under the first part, of S 1985 (2) .

The provisions of the civil rights law relating to j-nstitutions

and processees of the federal government contain no language

requiring that the conspirators act with intent to deprive
their victims of the Equal Protection of the Laws. Thus

Griffin v. Breckenridqe, 403 U.S. 88, is not applicable.
B. Immunity and Damages.

1. Here a police officer took the stand and committed

perjury at the defendantrs criminal trial. The defendant

brought a 42 U.S.C. 1983 action. The court, pointing out that
judses (Pierson v. , 386 U.S. 547) and prosecutors (Imbler v.
Pachtman, 424 U.S. 409) may not be held liable for damages

for the performance of their respective duties in judicial
proceedi-ngs. Thus, when a police officer appears as a witness
he may reasonably be viewed as acting like any witness sworn

to tell the truth, in which event he can make a strong claim
to witness immunity.

2. Smith v. Wade' 51 L.W. 4407. This case held that
punitive damages may be recovered in 1983 actíqns for reckless
or callously indifferent deprivations of federal statutory
or constitutional rights as well as for deprivations motivated
by actual malicious j-ntent. Moreover' punitive damages may

be recovered for reckless or callous indifference to federally
protected rights even when the standard of liability for
compensatory darnages is also one of recklessness.
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3. Hensley v. Eckerhart, 51 L.vü. 4552. Under 42 U.S.C.

1988 an attorney's fee may be awarded to a successful plaintiffrs
counsel. Here the court held that the extent of that success

is a critical factor in detèrmining the proper amount of the
fee. The time spênt on unsuccessful claims which are distinct
from successful claims should be excluded in determin5-ng a

reasonable fee. The fee should not be reduced simply because

the court did not adopt each of the several related claj-ms.
However, the plainÈiff who achieves only limited success should
be awarded only that sum of fees reasonable in relation to the
results obtained.

IV. Labor.
A. Local 926, Operating Engineers v. Jones, 51 L.W. 4343.

Here a discharged non-union supervisor filed a state common

law tort action in a 6sergj-a court alleging that he had been

fired because he was not a union member and that the union had

interfered with his employment contract by coercing the company

into breaching it. The Supreme Court held that the respondentrs
state court action against the union is preempted by the National
Labor Relations Act.

B. Metropolitan Edison Company v. National Labor
Relations Board, 51 L.W. 4350. Here an employer unilateralty
imposed harsher discipline on a union official than on

rank and file members for violation of a collectively bargained
no.stri-ke clause. The court held that in Èhe absence of an

explicit contractural duty on the part of officials to pre-
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vent illegal work stoppages or of a clear and unmistakable

waiver of the officialrs statutory protection' there was not
a violation of S 8 (a) (3) of the National Labor Relations Act.

C. Bill Johnsonrs Restaurants, Inc. v. National Labor

Relations Board. The court held that the board may not
enjoin as an unfaj-r labor practice a state court lawsuit
brought by an employer against employees unless the suit
lacks a reasonabLe basis in fact or law. This result is
reached even if the employer's motive in filing the suit is
retaliation for the exercise of rights protected by the

labor act. If the state court lawsuit raises genuine material
issues of fact or Iaw, the Board should stay unfair labor
practice proceedings until the state court action is con-

cluded.
Edward J. DeBartolo Corp. v. N.L.R.B. Here a union

engaged in a dispute with a building contractor retained by

a department store tenant of a shopping center handbilled
urging consumers not to patronize stores in the center until
its owner promised that construction would be done by builders
who paid fair wages and fringe benefits. The court held that
that handbilling does not come within the protection of the

"publicity proviso" of S 8 (b) (4) of the National Labor Relations
Act. This publicity proviso exempts from prohibit,ion of
secondary boycotts publicity advising the public that a product
is produced by an employer with whom the employer has a

primary dispute and is distributed by another employee.
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E. Belknap, Inc. v. Duwaine E. Hale, 51 L.vü. 5079.

During a labor dispute some employees stayed on the job and

the employer granted a vtage increase for them. The employer

also hired permanent replacements for the strikers. The

employer assured the new employees that they would continue to
be permanent; when they htere replaced by the returning strikers
they sued to recover damages for misrepresentation and breach

of contract in a state court. The Supreme Court held that
the respondents' causes of action v¡ere not preempted by the
National Labor Relations Act. It ruled that the entertaining
of such suits as the instant one does not interfere with the
asserted policy of federal law favoring settlement of labor
disputes.

F. Boston Firefighters Union v. Boston NA.ACP, 51 L.W.

4566. Here the Boston police and fire departments laid off
police and firefighters in a manner that would reduce the
percentage of minority officers below the level obtaining at
the commencement of layoffs. The court of appeals upheld
the order enjoining the layoffs. New revenues were enacted
by Massachusetts for the City of Boston and thus the court
vacates the judgment of the court of appeals and remands for
consideration of mootness.

G. Ne$¡port News Ship Buildi ng and Dry Dock Co. v.
Equa1 Employment O rtunity Commiss:-on 51 L. Vü. 4837 . Here

the employer had a health insurance plan which covered the
medical expenses of employees' spouses. The plan limits benefits
for pregnancy-related expenses of male employees' spouses. The

court held Èhat the pregnancy limitation discriminates against
the males in violation of the civil rights act of L964.
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H. Director, Office of Workers' Compensation Proqrams

v. Perini North River Associates, 51 L.w. 4051. Here a

marine construction worker was injured. while doing his job

on the deck of a cargo barge. The barge was being used in
construction of a se\^¡agie treatment plant extending over

navígable waters. The court held he was engaged in maritime

employment and thus is covered by the Longshoreman's and

Harbor Workersr Compensation Act.
I. Arizona Governing Committee for Tax Deferred Annuity

and Deferred Compensation Plans v. Norris, 51 L.W. 5243. In
this case the petitioners administer a deferred compensation plan

for state employees. The respondents are all female employees

enrolled in the plan. Cert was granted to decide whether

Title VII of the Civil Rights Act prohibits an employer from

offering employees the option of receiving retirement benefits
from one of several companies selected by the employer all of
which pay a \^/oman more monthly retirement benefits than a man

who has made the same contributions. The court hol-ds that the
practice constitutes discrimination on the basis of sex in
violation of Tit1e VIf. Thus, all retirement benefits derived
from contributions made after the decision must be calculated
without regard to the gender of the beneficiary.

J. Guardiansr Association v. Civil Service Commission

of the City of New York' 51 L.W. 5105. Minority police
officers who had been appointed to the police department but
had received lower test scores, \^/ere laid off on a "last-
hired, first-fired" basis. The criterion was that those who
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had achieved the lowest scores were layed off first and the
petitioners were disproportionately affected by the layoffs.
They brought this action alleging that the layoffs violated
their rights under the Civil Rights Act of L964. The court
held that proof of discriminatory intent was not required to
establj-sh that a program receiving federal financial assistance
engaged in racial discrimination in violation of the Act and

its regulations. Absent proof, hov/ever, of discriminatory
intent, compensatory relief may not be awarded in a private
action seekihg to redress a violation of Title VI.

K. Connick v. Myers, 51 L.W. 4436. An assistant
district attorney with the responsibility of trying criminal
cases was proposed for transfer. She strongly opposed the
transfer expressing her view to several of her supervisors.
She thereafter prepared a quest,ionaire distributed to other
assistant district attorneys concerning office policy, morale,
the need for a grievance committee, the level of confidence in
supervisors and whether employees felt pressured in political
campaigns. She was told she was being termj-nated for refusal
to accept the transfer. She sued under 42 U.S.C. 1983 alleging
she was wrongfully discharged because she had exercised. her
protected right of free speech. The court held that in
determining a public employeers rights of free speech the issue
is to arrive "at a balance between the interests of the employee,
as a citizen, in commenting upon matters of pubtic concern and

the interests of the state as an employer in promoting the
efficiency of the public services it, performs through its
employees." The limited first amendment interests involved
here did not require the petitioner to tolerate act.ion that
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he reasonably believed would disrupt the office, undermine

his authority, and destroy the close working relationships
within the office. The court distinguishes Pickering v.
Board of Education, 391 U.S. 563 (1968) , in which it stated
that a public employee does not relinquish First Amendment

rights to comment on matters of public interest by virtue
of government employment.

V. Elections.
A. Brown v. Socialist Workers' 74 Campaign Committee,

51 L.W. 4015. An Ohio statute dealing wíth campaign disclosure
mandated that each political party report the names and

addresses of contributors and the recipients of campaign dis-
bursements. Where it has been shown by reasonable probability
that disclosure will subject contributors and recipients to
threats, harassment¡ ot reprisals, this law cannot, consistent
with the First Amendment, be applied to minor political parties.

B. Federal Elect,ion Commission v. National Riqht To

Work Committee, 51 L.W. 4037. The Federal Election Campaign

Act of L97I bars contributions or expenditures from or by

corporations and labor unions in connection with federal
elections. The law permits some participation by unions and

corporations by allowing them to establish and pay the expenses

from separate segregated funds to be used for political
purposes. The National Right to Work Committee, during L976,

solicited over a quarter of a million people for contributions
for a separate fund that it sponsored. The FEC determined
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that the solicitation violat,ed the law because the persons

solicited were not its members. The Court held that, those
solicited were insufficiently attached to the corporation
toqualify as members. The Court reasoned that the First
Amendment associational rights are overborne by the interests
the Congress has sought to protect in enacting the Iaw.

C. Anderson v. Cellebrezze, 51 L.W. 436L. Ohio law
requires independent candidates for President of the United
States to file statement,s of candidacy and nominating petitions
in March in order to be on the general election ballot in
November. John B. And.erson of Illinois did not announce

his candidacy untit April and a month later his supporters
tried to file a petition and statement of candidacy. The

state of ohio refused to accept the document,s because they
had not been filed within the time limits. The court here
held that ohio's early filing deadline places an unconsti-
tutional burden on the voting and associational rights of
Andersonts supporters. The state advanced three ínterests
that it claimed it sought to further but, each of them was

rejected. by the supreme courL. compare storer v. Brown,
415 U.S. 724t which is distinguished from this case.

D. City of Lockhart v. United States, 51 L.W. 4189.
This case involved the provisions of the voting Rights Act
which seeks to protect against procedures in voting which
would lead to retrogression in minority voting strength, see
Beer v. United States , 425 u.s. 130. Here, while a city
changed its form of government, the court nevertheless held
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that the change has not reduced the opportunity for single-
shot voting or increased the highlighting of individual races.
Although there may have been no improvement in minority's
voting strength, neither has there been any retrogression.

VÏ Energy and the Environment.

A. Pacific Gas and Electric Co. v. State Enerqv Resources

Conservation and Development Commission, 51 L.w. 4449. In
California, before a nuclear power plant may be built, state
law requires that the State Energy Resources Conservation and

Development Commission must determine that there will be

adequate capacity for interim storage of the spent fuel. The

poh/er company here sought to invalidate the state 1aw on the
basis that it was preempted by the Atomic Energy Act of 1954.

The court held that no preemption existed since Congress has

preserved the dual regulation of nuclear-powered electricity
generation. Nor does the state law conflict with federal
regulation of nuclear waste disposal.

B. North Dakota v. United States, 51 L.Vü. 4240. While
federal law authorizes the Interior Department to acquire
easements over areas suitable for migratory water fowl breeding
and nesting grounds, cooperation between the state and the
U.S. began to break down until, in L977, the state passed

laws restricting the federal government's ability to acquire
these easements. The federal government brought this action
to invalidate state law as hostile to federal law. The

court ruled in favor of the United States, indicating that
the statute intended that no government of a state could
revoke its consent.
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C. Metropolitan Edison Company v. People Aqainst Nuclear

Energy, 51 L.W. 437L. This case arises out of the Three

Mite Island accident. An association of resj-dents opposed to
the further operation of either TMI reacÈor contended that
resÈarting one of the plants would. cause severe psychological
damage and damage to the stability' cohesiveness and well-
being of neighboring communities. The Nuclear Regulatory
Commission decided not to take evidence of these contentions
and the residents filed for review in the court of appeals.
The Supreme Court held that the NRC need not consider the
complaining parties' cont,ention. The law does not require
the agency to assess every impact or effect of its proposed

actions but only the impact or effect on the environment.

Thus, regardless of the gravity of the harm alleged, if a

harm does not have a sufficiently close connection to the
physical envj-ronment the law does not app1y.

D. Ruckelshaus v. Sierra Club, 51 L.W. 5132. A section
of the Clean Air Act. says that in a proceeding for review of
an emission standard promulgated under the law the court
may ahrard reasonable lawyer's fees "whenever it determines
that such an award is appropriate. " Here the respondents
asked review of the EPA|s standards limiting the emission
of sulfur dioxide by coal-burning plants. The court of
appeals rejected their claims buÈ granted their request
for attorney's fees. The supreme court reversed, holding that
absent some degree of success on the merits by the claimant,
it is not appropriate for a federal court to award fees under
the Clean Air Act.
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VII. Taxation.
A. State Taxes

1. Memphis Bank and Trust Company v. Garner, 51 L.w. 4104.

Tennessee imposes a tax on the net earnings of banks doing

business in the state. It defines net earnings to include

interest received on obligations of the United States and

its inst.rumentalities and of other states but not of interest
earned on obligations of Tennessee and its political subdivisions-

The bank brought an action in state court to recover taxes

paid on interest earned on various federal obligations. It
alleged that the bank tax violated a provision of federal 1aw--

31 U.S.C. S 7|Z--exempting obligations of the united states
from state and loca1 tax except where the taxes are non-

discriminatory franchise or other non property taxes in lieu
thereof imposed on corporations or on state or inheritance taxes.

The point of the argument was that the tax was unconst,itutional
under the Supremacy Clause. The Supreme Court held that the

Tennessee bank Èax violates the immunity of obligations of the

United States from state and local taxation and cannot be

characterized as nond.iscriminatory.
2 . Minnesota Star and Tribune Co. V. Minnesota Commissioner

of Revenue, 51 L.W. 4315. Minnesota imposed a use tax on the

cost of paper and ink products consumed j-n the production of
a periodic publication. It exempts the first $100,000 worLh

of paper and ink consumed in any calendar year. Here the

nehrspaper publisher brought an action seeking a refund of the

tax. The Minnesota Supreme Court upheld the tax but the
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U.S. Supreme Court ruled that the tax violates the First
Amendment. This tax scheme singles out the press and is
differential treatment of the news indust,ry. The interest
of the State of Minnesota in raising money' standing alone'
cannot justify the special treatment of ne\^/spaPers.

3. American Bank and Trust Co. v. Dallas County 51 L.W.,

5181. In L979 and 1980, the State of Texas imposed a property
tax on bank shares, and the tax was levied on bank shares of
the petitioner's state and national banks and their share-
holders. It was computed on the basis of net assets without
any deduction for the value of United States obligations. There

is an exemption contained in S 3701 of the Internal Revenue

Code relating to obligations of this nature. The Supreme

Court held that the Texas tax violates the code

4. Container Corporation of America v. Franchise Tax

Board, 51 L.W. 4987. California imposes a corporate franchise
tax geared to income. It employs the unitary business
principle and formula apportionment in applying the tax to
corporations doing business both inside and outside the
state. The appellant here is a Delaware corporation headquartered

in Illinois and doing business in California and elsewhere. The

Supreme Court held that California's application of the
unitary business principal to the appellant and its foreign
subsidiaries was proper.

B. Federal Taxes

1. United States v. s 51 L.w. 462I. Section 7403

of the fnternal Revenue Code authorizes a federal district
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court to decree a sale of cerÈain properties to satisfy the

tax indebtedness of delinquent taxpayers. Does this provision
empower a court to order the sale of a family home in which

a d.elinquent taxpayer had an interest at the time he incurred
his indebtedness but in which the spouse, who does not owe

any of that indebtedness and has a separate homestead right
as defined by state law, lives? The court held that the

statute grants power to the court to order the sale of the

home itself, and not just the delinquent taxpayerfs interest
in the property. The nondelinquent spouse is entitled
however to so much of the proceeds as represents complete

compensation for the loss of the separate homestead interest.
2. United States v. Baggot, 51 L.W. 5075. Baggot r^¡as

the target of a grand jury investigation of certain commodity

futures transactions. He was never indicted but pleaded guilty
to misdemeanor violations. The government filed a motion

under the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure [6 (e) (3) (c) (i) ]

for disclosure of grand jury transcripts of documents to
the ïnternal Revenue Service for use in ån audit,. The

Supreme Court held that no disclosure is available under the
Federal Rule of Criminal Procedure cited. This result obtains
because the purpose of the disclosure was to assess tax lia-
bility rather than to prepare for litigation. See also

United States v. Sel1s Enqineerinq, Inc. , 51 L.W. 5059.

3. Hillsboro National Bank v. Commíssioner of Internal
Revênue, 51 L.lV. 4259. Here an Illinois bank took a deduction
pursuant, to the Tnternal Revenue Code for state taxes imposed

on holders of bank shares but paid by the bank. The Supreme
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Court held that the bank was not, required to take back into
income the amount of the taxes previously deducted when the
state refunds the taxes to the shareholders instead of the
bank. This reasoning obtained since the purpose of S 164 (e)

of the Internal Revenue Code lvas precisely to provide the
relief for corporations making such payments and its focus
is on an act of payment rather than on the ultimate use of
funds by the state.

4. United States v. Ptasynski, 51 L.W. 4674. Under the
Crude Oil Windfall Profit Tax Act of 1980 there is an exemption
from the tax of domestic crude oil defined as oil produced from
wells located north of the Arctic Circle and other locations.
The quest.ion in this case is whether the exemption violates
the uniformity clausets requj-rement that taxes be "uniform
throughout the United. States." See Art. I, Sec. 8, cI. L,

United States Constitution. The Uniformity Clause does not
require Congress to devise a tax that fa1ls equally or
proportionately on each state. The clause does not prevent
Congress from defining the subject of a tax by drawing
destinctions between similar classes.

5. United States v. Rylander, 51 L.W. 4367. The IRS

summoned Rylander to appear and produce for examination and

testify about records of a company of which Rylander was

President. He failed to comply with the summons and the
district court ordered him to produce the records. Here the
court herd that lack of possession or control of the records
at the time they were sought by the rRS, which would have
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been a ground on which to contest the summons in a district
court enforcement proceedíng, ilây not be raised initially in
a contempt proceeding following noncompliance with the enforce-
ment order.

VIII. A Smattering of "Headline" Cases

A. Dirks v. Securities and Exchanse Commission,5l
L.W. 5123. Here a broker received information that an insurance
company t s assets \¡/ere vastly overstated as the result of
fraudulent practices and that various regulatory agencies had

failed to act on similar charges made by company employees. He

tried to investigate on his own and tried to get the Wall Street
Journal to publish a story on the allegations. Only after
state authorities impounded the companyts records and uncovered

evidence of fraud did the SEC file a complaint and the Wall
Street Journal published a story. The SEC found that the
petitioner aided and abetted violations of the antifraud
provisions by repeating allegat,ions of fraud to members of
the investment community who sold their stock in the company.

The SEC censured him. The Supreme Court reversed pointing
out that the individual did not have a fiduciary relationship.
A duty to disclose arises from the relationship between

parties and not merely from one's ability to get information
because of market position.

B. Martinez v. Bynum, 51 L.I^I. 4524. Texas law permits
a school district to deny tuition free admission for minors
living apart from their parents, guardians, or other persons

having lawful control of them. This is if the sLudent is
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primari,Iy in the district to attend the public schools free.
The district, court held and the Supreme Court confirned that
the state was justified by its legitimate interest ín pro-
tecting and preserving the quality of its education system

and the right of bona fide iesidents to attend state schools

on a preferred tuition basis. Compare Shapiro v. Thompson,

394 U.S. 618 (1969). See also, Plyler v. Doe, 457 U.S. 202

(le82).
C. Motor Vehicle Manufacturersr Association of United

States Inc. v. State Farm Mut,ual Automobile Insurance Co.

51 L.Vü. 4953. Here the National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration rescinded its requirement that, new automobiles

be equipped with air bags or automatj-c seat beIts. The Supreme

Court. held that this decision was arbitrary and capricious.
D. Bolqer v. Youngs Druq Products Corp., 51 L.vü. 496I.

A provision of the United States Code--39 U.S.C. 3001(e) (2)--
prohibits mailing of unsolicited advertisements for contra-
ceptives. The Supreme Court he1d. that this provision is
unconsLitutional as applied to a contraceptive manufacturer's
proposed mailing of unsolicited. advertisements that include
informational pamphlets not only promot,ing its product but
also discussing venereal disease and family planning.

E. Community Television of Southern California v.
Gottfried, 51 L.bI. 4134. The Rehabilitat,ion Act of 1973 prohibits
recipients of federal financial assistance from discriminating
against handicapped individuals. Does this Act require the
Federal Communications Commission, in reviewing public
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television stationsr license applications, to impose more

stringent. hearing-impaired programming requirements upon

these stations than are imposed upon commercial television
licensees? The Court answered rr¡lorr because Congress did not
intend the act to impose special enforcement obligat,ions on

the commission and, furthermore, the fact that a public
television station has a duty to comply with the Act does

not support the conclusion that the Commission must evaluate

the stationr s service to the handicapped by a more stringent
standard than that applicable to commercial stations.

F. Bob Jones University v. Uni-ted States , 51 L.W.

4593. A private, sectarian institution which discriminates
in it.s internal operations on the basis of race may be deprived
of its benefits under the Int,ernal Revenue Code. While the
case is really an administrative law decision, the 'Justices
go to great length to muddy the issue by focusing discussion
on what ends of general welfare are contributed to by dis-
criminatory practices.
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